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Eurocode EN 1991-1-4

Framsida

Web based software

Comprehensive windload calculation
tool for the roofing industry

Eurocode 1991-1-4
Automatic calculation
for each country

Web based tool for OEM, engineers and
roofing contractors
The new Eurocode 1991-1-4 with different National Determined Parameters (NDP), for each
European country, makes it very difficult to perform correct wind load calculations for each project.
Long experience of wind load calculations for the flat roofing industry have made us aware
of the importance of accurate wind load calculations along with clear installation instructions
for the roofers at site. Our ambition with Roof Calculator has been to develop an accurate and
user friendly tool designed for the entire European market.

perform your calculation
and get a professional
report on demand
Roof Calculator is a WEB based software with
high flexibility for the user. In the system
the client builds up a personal database of
membranes, preferred fasteners and insulation solutions. Each client account includes
one administrator and up to four other users.
The integrated CAD tool makes it possible for
the user to create a roof plan that match the

construction drawings for the project.
When the calculation is executed the user
can Email or print a comprehensive report in
optional language including roof plan, fixing
patterns for both the insulation boards and
the membrane, as well as a material list and
installation guideline for the roofers.
All calculations are stored in PDF format.

 NDP’s for 28 countries included
 Powerful CAD tool to cover all possible
roof shapes

 For mechanical attached, bonded and
ballasted roof systems
 Language module with full flexibility
 F
ield pull-out report generator for refurbishment
projects with mechanical attached roof system
 Database engine for membrane & fastener
combinations designed for data from testing
according to ETAG 006/EN 16002:2010

Professional roof calculation on demand

 Designed for flat, pitched, circular, arched
and mansard roofs

Roof Calculator™ - with a user friendly step by step interface

1

Language and country
Choose your language and country. Each country can be combined with any language in the database.

2

Site location & terrain roughness
Roof Calculator guides the user to correct terrain type, wind speed and when it’s needed also the altitude for the project.

3

Building data
Fill in the data for the buildning such as height, roof type and pitch. Use the CAD editor for more advanced roof shapes.

4

Fastening method
Roof Calculator covers most combinations. If needed adjust the width of the membrane in the corner or
perimeter zones due to the high wind pressures.

5

Wind load calculation

6

Instructions
To ensure that the installation is done in a proper way installation instructions, as for example roof details,
can be attached to the calculation.

Easy to use with a Step by step interface

Control the roof plan, roof area, perimeter fixings and suggested fixing combinations. Change language in the
wind load calculation for the roofers if needed.

E-mail, print and save your
report - ready to use
Calculations generated by Roof Calculator are saved
as PDF documents in the database. The user can
always pick up and resend the documents when
needed. The calculations consists of several pages

and includes roof plans for the membrane fixing
pattern as well as the insulation board pattern. The
clients brand name or company logo is, if preferred,
clearly visible on all pages in the calculation report.

Comprehensive report ready to use. E-mail, print and save.

Get your account now!
Select Full access or
a single country version
Our ambition is to support our customers to get started
quick and easy. We assist you to build your database
of roofing system including other components such
as preferred fixings and insulation types. To make this

as efficient as possible we offer our customer training
in several different languages such as Swedish, English,
French and Dutch.

Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information and price.

Account 1

Roof calculator™

Account 2

Full access

Light access

 Includes access to 28 countries

 Includes access to a single, optional country

 One full day training and data migration

 One full day training and data migration

 Telephone support

 Telephone support

Contact and technical support
Constructech Sweden AB
Telephone
E-mail		
Web		

+46 152-331930
info@constructech.se
www.roofcalculator.eu

Comprehensive report and getting started
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